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Abstract: The AHP–GTMA (analytic hierarchy process and graph theory and matrix approach) has
been applied to select the best paper shredder before a company was making a bulk purchase order.
However, there is a question as to whether one such relatively recent approach is effective to aid the
selection decision problems in industrial/commercial practice. In this paper, a novel multi-measure,
rank-based comparative research flow is proposed. The real decision problem case mentioned above
is solved using the AHP–GTMA and the AHP–TOPSIS methods, respectively, with relevant datasets
sourced. Several measures in the proposed flow, i.e., the arithmetical, geometrical, or even statistical
ones, are multiplexed and used to validate the similarity between the rank order vectors (ROVs) (and
thus between the final preferential orders determined over the alternatives) that are obtained using
these two different methods. While AHP–TOPSIS is a confident multi-attribute decision-making
(MADM) approach which has been successfully applied to many other fields, the similarity validated
between these individual results using the proposed method is used to confirm the efficacy of the
AHP–GTMA approach and to determine its applicability in practice. In addition, along with this
study, some contributable points are also rendered for implementing the decision models, e.g.,
the optimized recursive implementation in R to compute the permanent value of a square ASAM
(alternative selection attribute matrix, which is the computational basis required by AHP–GTMA) of
any dimension. The proposed methodological flow to confirm the similarity based on the ordinal
rank information is not only convenient in operational practice with ubiquitous tool supports (e.g.,
the vector-based R statistical platform), but also generalizable (to verify between another pair of
results obtained using any other MADM methods). This gives options for future research.

Keywords: comparative research flow for MADM; ordinal rank based; multi-measure; graph theory
and matrix approach (GTMA); TOPSIS; recursive function; paper shredder selection

1. Introduction

The problem of sourcing required materials is usually a confounding decision to be made by the
decision makers (DMs) for an industrial company. Sourcing an appropriate combination of materials
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for manufacturing has been a key problem, e.g., for the photoelectric industry, but the focus sometimes
differs because of the presence of various risk factors in the supply chain. Multi-objective programming
(MOP) models are usually employed as a main tool to tackle these multi-objective decision-making
(MODM) problems [1]. For the problem of finding the optimal combination of material sourcing
for manufacturing, such property (i.e., MODM) is analogous to many existing problems in relevant
fields, e.g., on the other side of manufacturing to find the expected optimal combination of products to
produce, i.e., a “product mix” problem [2].

However, sourcing the appropriate tools or materials for office use is another problem for the
industrial companies, because it usually involves the uni-type bulk purchase (i.e., the “single-lot
purchase”). This forms a selection problem which is intrinsically different from the abovementioned
MODM problems. One single type of product, among many “alternatives”, must be determined before
the bulk-purchasing process begins, and such decision is usually justified based on their pros and cons
in terms of the “attributes”. Prioritizing the alternatives encountered using the attributes considered is
the basis for the selection. Therefore, for problem–model fitness, the suitable approach to this problem
is usually multi-attribute decision-making (MADM). The following paragraphs illustrates the core
properties of this type of decision problem by the paper shredder selection problem which is usually
faced by industrial companies.

A paper shredder, which is an electromechanical facility, is used in offices, although its use in the
home is also popular. For decision-makers (DMs), the selection of a best paper shredder from several
considered alternatives is an occasional, but confounding operational decision. This type of decision is
important for business entities before launching a bulk purchase because of some properties of the
decision problem itself. As can be summarized from [3], such a decision is important because of the
following properties:

(1) Importance of the shredders for company management. Because of the key roles of such a business
machine in security management (i.e., it destroys sensitive or private documents before disposal
or recycling, thus preventing the disclosure risk of confidential information) and in efficiently
managing paper files (i.e., it destroys dated but still archived physical paper files, some of which
have been converted and saved in the digital repository), a wrong decision to select and purchase
an unsuitable shredder may lead to some unexpected consequences.

(2) The post-decision consequence of bulk purchase. Usually, for maintenance convenience and cost
saving, a company launches a batch procurement which involves purchasing several shredders
of the same type at a time. In this context, failing to choose and decide the most suitable shredder
will simply replicate the irrecoverable consequences mentioned above.

(3) Hard to decide because of the variety of choices. In the market, there are too many different types
of shredder, each having its own special features. For example, in the purchase case studied by
Zhuang, Chiang, Su and Chen [4] there were 26 options. Such fact deters a DM from justifying
them properly and makes it harder to decide among so many alternatives.

(4) Hard to decide because there are multiple conflicting selection criteria present, but these criteria
and the relative importance among them remains unknown. For this point, it was claimed in [4]
that “ . . . the problem . . . should address a different set of criteria, in comparison with using at
home.” According to this, seven relevant main selection criteria which should be considered in
the “office-use” context were summarized.

Therefore, Zhuang et al. [4] used a hybrid MADM approach, AHP–GTMA (analytic hierarchy
process and a graph theory and matrix approach), to model such a selection decision problem. For how
the AHP–GTMA model was formulated in [4], see the digested review in Appendix A for details.
In summary, the main contributions of [3,4] are the novelty to scientifically manage/support the
encountered selection decision for the first time, to identify a suitable criteria set for the problem and
to solve the problem systematically using the hybrid AHP–GTMA model. These are important for
making a purchase decision and for addressing the design issues of paper shredder. However, apart
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from these, there is a question as to whether one such relatively recent approach is effective to aid a selection
decision problem (such as the abovementioned) in industrial practice.

In terms of operational research (OR) applications, using only one single method to solve a certain
type of problem is not always plausible. Thus, often, whether another method can be used to solve the
same problem, the results of that process and the possible comparisons made (between the method
used before and the one used after) are of interest. That is to say, using an arbitrary approach to have
a solution could be deemed appropriate, as long as there is problem–model fitness and it is the first time
to scientifically manage the encountered decision. This is exactly the contributions of [4]. However,
this also implies that the effectiveness of using the AHP–GTMA method has not yet been cross-validated or at
least verified.

Therefore, this paper proposes a rank-based, multi-measure comparative research flow to
benchmark the effectiveness of AHP–GTMA on solving the target selection decision problem.
The original paper selection problem is used as the exemplar problem that is to be solved separately
by using AHP–GTMA and another rival approach. The rival approach must be a “credible” one to
ground the claims made based on the results from the comparisons. In the experiment that applied
the proposed flow, the well-known AHP–TOPSIS method, which has been applied to various fields,
is introduced as the rival approach not only because of its credibility but also for the sake of its
model–problem fitness.

The entire flow compares the results and validates the similarity in the results that are separately
solved using the two models. For the two models used in this study in particular, subject to the
validated similarity, the effectiveness of the AHP–GTMA model can be underlain by reference to the
results from using the widely-applied AHP–TOPSIS method. In other words, the effectiveness of
AHP–GTMA in solving a selection problem in practice is therefore verified by the verified similarity
between the results.

The proposed flow is rank-based because it takes only the rank order vectors (ROVs) (i.e., the
output of most of the MADM models, to the authors’ knowledge [5]) that are solved individually by
two MADM models as the required information for input. (A final ordinal rank is usually determined
by the ROV, wherein each element indicates the preferential order of an alternative. Usually, this vector
is determined by, and is the result of, prioritizing another “score vector” that carries information about
the “assessed scores” for all of the alternatives in the given selection problem. See Hwang and Yoon’s
book [5] for more detail, which was re-printed in 2011 [6]. In addition, the mentioned term “score” has
different forms when different MADM methods are used. For example, using TOPSIS, the relative
closeness index (RCI) connotes the “score” for an alternative. For another example, using GTMA,
the permanent value of an ASAM matrix connotes the “score” for an alternative. These are the basis to
prioritize the alternatives, to name but a few.) It is a multi-measure flow because different concepts are
used to solidify and cross-validate the results from comparison: the arithmetic based, the geometrical
(vector distance) based and even the statistical (non-parametric) based ones.

Applying the comparative research flow, both methods yield very similar ROVs for the exemplar
problem. This is justified in terms of several measures, such as the (arithmetic) difference vector of the
two ROVs and the (geometrical) Euclidean distance between them. Similarities observed using these
measures are further validated (confirmed) using a (statistical) non-parametric test—the sign test—to
see the probability for the chance that these two ROVs are not (drawn) from non-identical distributions
(as a result, it is very probable that both ROVs are from an identical population). Consequentially, as
for the same real problem, the ROV determined using AHP–GTMA is quite similar to that obtained
using AHP–TOPSIS, thus the effectiveness of applying AHP–GTMA method is validated. As can be
seen, the proposed flow is in fact a “QC” process that examines the similarity in the ROVs step by step
to come to the eventual evidence that “they passed the similarity QC check”. Note that the outlier
concept (in the data analytics field) is also a special design embedded into the comparisons, which is
discussed below.
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By reviewing the relevant methods systematically, Section 2 addresses the necessity and timeliness
to validate the practical effectiveness of the AHP–GTMA approach, while confidence in using
AHP–TOPSIS as the rival method is established in term of its “wide use” and being able to mitigate the
risk of “inconsistency in the results” due to methodological heterogeneity as it shares a common former
phase with AHP–GTMA. Section 3 introduces the comparative research flow that models/solves the
same selection decision problem using AHP–GTMA and AHP–TOPSIS individually and compares the
results using the proposed flow. Section 4 analyzes the results and discusses the findings/implications
which are drawn from the experiment, while the new recursive algorithm that determined permanent
values for the latter phase of AHP–GTMA in this study is detailed. Section 5 gives concluding remarks.

2. Literature Review

As discussed previously, the most important aim of this study was to examine the practical
effectiveness of AHP–GTMA, by reference to the results obtained using AHP–TOPSIS upon solving
the same real problem, using the proposed multi-measure, rank-based comparative research flow.
Thus, in this section, first, the main method to be benchmarked (i.e., AHP–GTMA as well as its basis,
the GTMA approach), the rival approach that used (i.e., AHP–TOPSIS as well as its basis, the TOPSIS
approach) and their common former stage (i.e., AHP) are reviewed (and in a reversed order for
clarity). Current application literature reveals that not only TOPSIS but also the hybrid AHP–TOPSIS
are popular methods for MADM. In contrast, relatively fewer studies have applied the more recent
AHP–GTMA approach; even the applications of GTMA are increasing now. Following this systematic
review, it is observed that: (1) using AHP–TOPSIS as the rival approach is appropriate because the
benchmarked AHP–GTMA approach is compared to a “widely used approach” [7]; and (2) it is suitable
to benchmark the effectiveness of AHP–GTMA in practice at this moment because more upcoming
applications of which is expected (similar to the increasing popularity of applying pure GTMA) but
confidence in its application is still insufficient. As for the mentioned problem–data–model fitness of
AHP–TOPSIS and the novelty of the proposed recursive algorithm for implementing AHP–GTMA
in R, these are relatively minor for the study and are presented below along with the modeling and
model implementation works.

AHP is a widely used MADM approach that was proposed in 1977 [8]. It has been used in
many recent application studies (e.g., [9–15]). AHP uses the concept of pairwise comparisons during
investigation to prioritize or rank the criteria and/or the alternatives during calculation. With standard
AHP, the involved criteria with respect to the total decision goal are pairwise compared to determine
the criteria weight vector (CWV) and to have a priority over them. This is usually called the first
phase. The involved alternatives are then pairwise compared with respect to (each of) these criteria to
determine the preferred priority sequence over them. For AHP, there is also evidential cross-method
integration [16–19]. To the authors’ knowledge, it is still the most popular MADM method for field
applications. For example, in the supply chain field, until this decade, except for the MODM models,
which are usually based on mathematical programming, AHP is the top-rated MADM approach for
tackling with the supplier selection problems [20,21] and this is also true in a survey for green supplier
selection methods in 2015 [22]. Based on its popularity (i.e., the application domain) and since AHP
has been well developed over half a century (i.e., the methodological domain), it is used as the shared
initial phase for the two methods that are to be compared.

TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution) was proposed at the
end of the last century [5,23]. In the MADM school of MCDM, it gained popularity quickly. TOPSIS
utilizes the concept of relative closeness to the ideal, while “relative closeness” of an alternative is
measured by the ratio of distance to the anti-ideal solution of the model (system) against the summed
distance to both the ideal and anti-ideal (solutions). The greater this ratio is, the closer the alternative is
to the ideal solution and the farther it is from the anti-ideal solution. Even after 2010, studies using the
non-hybrid versions of TOPSIS have been undertaken [24–35]. Similar to AHP, these TOPSIS studies
can be roughly categorized as methodological improvement studies and model application studies.
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In those methodological improvement studies, we found that many studies since 2000 have used
AHP–TOPSIS [36–40]. This has continued to be a trend in the last three years because the literature is
replete with examples of its use in widely varying fields (e.g., [41–49]). Since TOPSIS is another widely
used approach, setting up a hybrid approach that uses both TOPSIS and AHP (AHP–TOPSIS) as the
rival approach is an important experimental design of this study.

GTMA, since proposed, has also become an increasing popular MADM approach. Graph theory,
which forms the basis for GTMA, is centuries old. To the authors’ best knowledge, the first application
of graph theory was in a study by Leonhard Euler in 1736 [50]. A decade ago, Rao proposed an idea
that used graph theory [51] for MADM, and the method was further systematized as the known graph
theory and matrix approach (GTMA) as a formal decision-making method [52]. GTMA represents the
performance attributes (of each alternative) in a digraph, translates it into the matrix representation and
calculates the permanent functional value of which as the basis for ranking [53]. Note that, during this
process, the permanent function, and neither the determinant function nor the permutation function
(which totally differs in its meaning), is used to provide the complete information of the assessed
alternative without any loss (see [51]). Some recent studies have successfully resolved the selection
decisions or alternative ranking problems using this method [54–58]. Within the scope of GTMA,
in addition to the abovementioned articles, there have been studies using the AHP–GTMA hybrid
approach [59–61]. These works are all published after 2012 because of the youngness (recency) of
the AHP–GTMA approach. However, to the authors’ knowledge, the applications of this method is
relatively few (in comparison with the widely used AHP–TOPSIS).

The above literature study addresses the standpoint of this study. First, methodologically, each
MADM model prioritizes the alternatives using a different internal solution logic. This is reflexive
to the claim that “algorithms (for MADM) differ in their approach to selecting the ‘best’ solution,
so this leads to ‘inconsistency in the results’” [7]. However, in the literature, it is also noted that
“there is neither a strong reason to reject a particular school of MCDM, nor a convincing argument
to give general preference to one of the many methods” [62]. In this sense, the necessity for further
scrutiny of whether the relatively recent AHP–GTMA approach is effective to aid the selection decision
problems in industrial practice (which may answer the main research question of this study) should
be addressed.

Second, AHP–GTMA and AHP–TOPSIS share a former phase of AHP. This is important to make
a solid basis for the comparison works. The fact the rival approach shares a common former phase
with the benchmarked approach can control the “inconsistency in the results”, which is a positive
antecedence for the comparisons.

Third, AHP–TOPSIS has been a “widely used” approach, in contrast to AHP–GTMA whose
applications are relatively few. The literature contains many examples of the application of
AHP–TOPSIS (the articles cited are very limited). It is a mature and widely used method so it is
credible. This justifies the appropriateness of using AHP–TOPSIS as the rival approach. Note that
this is not a comment on the relative merits of these two approaches, but is a claim made based on
the observed number of cases (i.e., it has been used again and again for selection problems), although
such popularity of AHP–TOPSIS could be attributed to the length of time during which it has been
used. For example, in a recent study [63], the school of MODM proposed a hybrid mathematical
programming approach to solve the site selection and capacity planning problem for the establishment
of wind farms. However, in another recent study [49], the school of MADM also successfully used
AHP–TOPSIS as an effective MADM modeling method to aid the decision for the selection of solar
farms. The reason for the latter study to choose AHP–TOPSIS should be analogous (to this study), and
that study has eventually become yet another addition to the “number of cases” of AHP–TOPSIS.

Fourth, subject to the relatively limited applications, we found that it is suitable to benchmark the
effectiveness of AHP–GTMA in practice at this moment because more upcoming applications can be
expected in the future (similar to the increased popularity of applying pure GTMA) but confidence in
its practical application is still insufficient.
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3. Decision Case Modeling and the Comparisons: Methods and the Results

3.1. Comparative Research Flow

Most MADM studies suppose that there are m alternatives and n criteria (attributes) for a given
decision system of a selection decision problem, P. An m × n “decision matrix”, D, wherein each
element contains a value of an alternative that is evaluated based on some considered attribute, is
established by data collection. The data collection process could involve many heterogeneous data
sources, such as human data, computer data, network data, archived database data, paper profile data
or electronic data, etc., subject to the recent trend of data-driven decision-making (DDDM).

Usually, before the model calculations begin, the initial decision matrix (D) is normalized to give
another “normalized decision matrix”, which is D’. In addition, the opinion of a DM about the pairwise
relationship between any two given attributes can be polled using an AHP-style expert questionnaire.
A pairwise comparison matrix, B, is then obtained and this serves as the basis to determine a priority
vector, which is the CWV over the considered attributes.

Using the data specifications as defined (and required) by AHP–GTMA and by AHP–TOPSIS,
D’ and B are the sufficient input information for AHP–GTMA modeling, whilst D’ and CWV are
sufficient for AHP–TOPSIS modeling. By using E = {D’, B} as the data catalogue and solving P using
AHP–GTMA, the ROV, ROVAHP–GTMA, whose elements contain the rank orders that are determined
for the alternatives, is obtained as the final output of this AHP–GTMA modeling. Similarly, by using
F = {D’, CWV} as the data catalogue for P and solving it again using AHP–TOPSIS, another ROV,
ROVAHP–TOPSIS, is then obtained as the final output of this AHP–TOPSIS modeling.

In this study, the first and core logic of the proposed comparative research flow is that, for P,
whether ROVAHP–GTMA and ROVAHP–TOPSIS are similar is important. That is, if ROVAHP–GTMA “can
be” similar to ROVAHP–TOPSIS upon modeling the same known decision problem in practice, the
effectiveness of AHP–GTMA (which is relatively new and with fewer existing applications) is therefore
verified because the rival AHP–TOPSIS approach is a “widely used” and experienced method.

The second logic pertains to “how to determine”, instead of to “whether there is”, the similarity
between the individual results obtained from two models. This involves two questions for the
methodology of comparison: (1) The degree to which they are similar must be measured in a numerical
sense, but how? (2) In the “individual results”, what type of message should be taken for the
similarity measurement?

The latter question can be examined earlier for illustration clarity. To keep convenience of use
when the proposed flow is applied, this study advocates that only the information about ordinal rank,
which is the final output of almost every MADM model, is the input of the flow. That is, comparisons
should be made and the similarity should be identified solely based on the two ROVs, rather than
introducing any other type of result information which is perhaps in common. This is the reason the
proposed comparative research flow is “rank-based”.

The answer to the former question relates to the above answer to the latter question, because
the possible way(s) to measure the similarity numerically depends on what is to be measured.
In our study, since the similarity between the individually-obtained ROVs are of interest and it
contains the numerical values of ordinal rank, each of which is assessed for an alternative, several
tangible/intangible measures can be established in terms of different theoretical aspects, as follows:

(1) The absolute distance in rank can be calculated directly based on the ordinal rank values individually
solve by the two models, while the aggregated absolute distance is a similarity measure in the
arithmetic sense. Even though an ordinal rank is not ratio-scaled, the different values of rank
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preserve a meaningful order. Suppose that X is the MADM model which is to be benchmarked
and Y is the MADM model used to benchmark X; these processes are expressed as:

TVm×1 =


tv1

tv2
...

tvm

 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ROVX =


rovx1

rovx2
...

rovxm


m×1

− ROVY


rovy1

rovy2
...

rovym


m×1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
m×1

∀i = 1, 2, .., m, rovzi = 1, 2, .., m and ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, .., m}, i 6= j⇒ rovzi 6= rovzj |z ∈ {X, Y}

(1)

ADROVs =
m

∑
i=1

tvi (2)

where i is the index for the alternatives; z is the index for the methods; TV is a temporary vector
which constrains the element-wise absolute distances between the rank order values assessed by
the two methods; and AD is the aggregated absolute distance, which is the scalar column sum
of TV.

(2) The geometrical distance can be computed by treating the two valued ROVs as vectors in the space
and using the Euclidean method. Thus, the vector TV in Equation (1) is treated as the Euclidean
vector, based on which the Euclidean distance is computed according to the following formula to
have another similarity measure in geometrical sense:

GD =

(
m

∑
i=1

tvi

)1/2

(3)

(3) Another statistical similarity measure can be established to confirm and cross-validate the results.
This will be especially useful when the two ROVs are found to be very similar or at least similar
to some extent in terms of the two previous arithmetic and geometric measures. With this
purpose mind, we propose to treat the two ROVs and apply the non-parametric sign rank test
in the statistics field to establish this similarity measure. The sign rank test determines whether
the two ROVs (not as vectors but as statistical variables) are (from) non-identical populations.
Theoretically, using this test here is suitable because the input to such a non-parametric test,
i.e., the ROVs, is not ratio-scaled but in the meantime, the ordinal relationship is kept. Thus,
if after the test it is shown that these two ROVs are not from non-identical populations and
it is far from the evidence to support that they are so (from non-identical populations), this
statistical-based observation can be used to confirm the other two similarities which have been
observed arithmetically or geometrically. Regardless, setting up such an additional intangible
similarity measure is a novelty of this study.

To utilize the existing initial real case for paper shredder selection decision in [4] as the exemplar
problem of this study (i.e., P), the following subsections begin with the collection of the required
datasets (i.e., the union set E∪F = {D’, B, CWV}). Problem P is then solved using AHP–GTMA
and AHP–TOPSIS, respectively, while two ROVs are obtained. This is followed by using the above
systematic comparative research flow to determine the similarity between them in terms of the different
measures. As a result, ROVAHP–GTMA is shown to be very similar to ROVAHP–GTMA. Using these
processes for illustration, the involved methods for modeling and comparisons are self-explanatory.

3.2. Description of the Decision Problem and Data Sourcing

In the used case in [4], the size of problem P is defined by: (n, m) = (7, 8), for which there are
8 shredder alternatives and 7 relevant criteria (attributes) in the criteria set, which is: {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5,
c6, c7} = {Security level, Width of output strip or segment, Paper can size, Neatness of the shredder
(in terms of the total volume of the shredder set), Noise level, Number of supported material types
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and Price}. Of the seven relevant criteria, c1, c3 and c6 are the-more-the-better (TMTB) criteria, and the
other four are the-less-the-better (TLTB). This briefly describes the decision problem, but the required
datasets, D’, B and CWV, must be collected before going on.

Based on the source decision matrix (D) in [4], a normalized decision matrix (i.e., D’) is recalculated
and obtained. It contains the normalized performance score (NPS) vector for each alternative as a row.
This is shown in Table 1. As can be seen, compared with Table 1, the results that calculated in [4] had
some rounding inconsistencies, i.e., sometimes rounded to the nearest whole number and sometimes
not (e.g., rounded down unconditionally). That is, in [4], the other version of D’ did not give the
precision that is required by subsequent permanent value calculations for the alternative selection
attribute matrices (ASAMs) (because, to compose the ASAM for an alternative, the diagonal of the
AHP pairwise comparison matrix is substituted by the NPS vector of that alternative, which affects the
permanent function values of the ASAMs.). Table 1 shows the correction.

Table 1. Problem Dataset 1 (Matrix D’): recalculated normalized decision matrix.

Alts. × Attrib. c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7

A1 1/3 3/4 0.714286 0.634245 0.714286 1 0.425018
A2 2/3 3/4 1 0.450433 0.769231 1 0.433333
A3 2/3 3/4 0.973392 0.445553 0.769231 1 0.470483
A4 2/3 3/4 0.648928 0.649547 0.588235 1 0.548614
A5 2/3 1 0.428571 1 0.769231 2/3 0.770619
A6 2/3 3/4 0.571429 0.860711 1 2/3 0.784777
A7 1 1 0.865237 0.442971 0.714286 1 0.987549
A8 2/3 3/4 0.428571 0.904556 0.684932 1 1

For source dataset B, which is the pairwise comparison matrix to be used by AHP–GTMA as the
basis to compose the ASAM for each alternative before permanent value determination and to be used
by AHP–TOPSIS as the attribute weights (i.e., the CWV) for the latter stage of TOPSIS, the previous
dataset is followed directly. This is because, although it might suffer the problem for not passing the
consistency check if the threshold for CR (consistency ratio) is set to 0.1, it can pass the check if the
threshold is 0.2, a standard that is acceptable by many industrial studies. Besides, the CR of this matrix
is just a little greater than 0.1 (CR = 0.1117), and of most importance is that it is a real dataset that was
investigated from a DM using the formal yet rigorous style of AHP expert questionnaire survey [4].
Given such practical values, in this study, this dataset is sourced and used, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Problem Dataset 2 (Matrix B): pairwise comparison matrix (Data source: [4]).

Attr. × Attr. c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7

c1 1 7 1 3 1/3 5 1
c2 1/7 1 1/5 1/3 1/9 1/3 1/9
c3 1 5 1 5 1/5 1 1/3
c4 1/3 3 1/5 1 1/9 1/3 1
c5 3 9 5 9 1 7 5
c6 1/5 3 1 3 1/7 1 1/5
c7 1 9 3 1 1/5 5 1

For the criteria weight vector, CWV, it is also re-assessed. Again, this is to mitigate the risk of
precision problem during modeling. In the previous study, the imprecise version of this vector was
only used to have a rough knowledge about the priority over all considered criteria and draw practical
implications based on it (e.g., the bulk purchase concerns for or design issues of paper shredders).
It was totally unused by the later calculations in [4]. In this study, however, since the elements of this
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vector are used as the basis for the latter stage of AHP–TOPSIS, their precision matters. Thus, this
vector is re-assessed upon B, as:

CWV∗ =



0.15568452
0.02337814
0.11160558
0.05413003
0.42072456
0.06787833
0.16659885


. (4)

3.3. Alternative Ranking/Selection Using AHP–GTMA

Although the decision case was solved in [4] using AHP–GTMA, this subsection re-establishes
the model based on the precise datasets presented in Section 3.2, while the model is implemented as
an integrated, one-stop program in R to maintain precision consistency during calculation (including
the prior steps to obtain Dataset 1 and the precise CWV in Equation (4)). With the previous Excel–R
solution of [4], the former stages of AHP–GTMA (i.e., determining the CWV using AHP and composing
the ASAMs) were performed in spread sheets and then the latter stages (i.e., computing the permanent
values of the alternatives using the ASAMs and ranking them) were done in R. In addition, unlike [4]
that implemented GTMA based on dynamic programming (DP), in this study, a recursive algorithm
is proposed. Other details of this algorithm are discussed in the next section, but its overall flow is
presented here along with the solution process.

Following the symbolic conventions and using the datasets sourced in Section 3.2, the algorithm
involves the following phases:

(1) Compose an ASAM matrix for each alternative and archive it.
(2) Load and compute the permanent value for each alternative.
(3) Rank the alternatives according to the permanent values obtained in Phase (2).

According to Singh and Rao [52], for Phase (1), for each alternative (i.e., Ai, i = 1 . . . 8), an ASAM,
Ci, is obtained by replacing the diagonal axis of B with its NPS in D’ (i.e., the i-th row of D’). Algorithm 1
shows the algorithm of this phase.

Phase (2) is to obtain the “index score” for each alternative. The ASAM square matrix for every
alternative i (Ci, as obtained from Phase (1)) is loaded, and the permanent value of which, PVi,
is determined. These are exactly the index scores used to compose the “score vector”, as the basis for
ranking. Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm for this phase.

Phase (3) ranks the alternatives according to the index scores in the score vector. Fortunately,
for the implementation in R, this can be performed by “rbind(PV, ROVAHP–GTMA = rank(−PV))”
because the values in PV are TMTB in terms of GTMA. This single line command is not sufficient to
form “an algorithm”.

Running these phases for the exemplar problem using the datasets established in Section 3.2 gives
a solution to PV that contains index scores for the decision alternatives and a rank order vector for
them (i.e., ROVAHP–GTMA). In Table 3, the numerical part of the second column shows the value of PV,
while the numerical part of the third column shows the value of ROVAHP–GTMA.

Such result gives the following preferential order over the alternatives:

A7 � A8 ≈ A6 � A5 � A3 ≈ A2 � A4 � A1. (5)

If they are strictly ordered without any indifference interval, it is:

A7 � A8 � A6 � A5 � A3 � A2 � A4 � A1. (6)
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It is seen that such a preferential order concurs with the order that was obtained by Zhuang
et al. [4]. The fact the two index score vectors assessed using the previous DP-based and the
current recurrence-based algorithms are quite close to each other verifies the adequacy and functional
correctness of this new implementation. However, since there should be no calculation error, in the
final “Reference” column, the permanent values that were obtained previously are slightly different
simply because of the imprecise calculation basis upon the imprecise data sources (see Section 3.2),
and not because of the different implementation logic.

Algorithm 1 ComposeASAMsForAlternatives

Input: D’ (Normalized Decision Matrix), B (Pairwise Comparison Matrix)
Output: The ASAM Matrix for Every Alternatives in the List
* Usually, the inputs and outputs can be the .csv files (comma separated files)
1: Load the normalized decision matrix (NPS vectors of all of the alternatives as rows) (e.g., 8 × 7):
D’ = read data file for Dataset 1;
2: Load the source AHP pairwise comparison matrix (e.g., 7 × 7):
B = read data file for Dataset 2;
3: Initialize the dimension that defines the problem size (e.g., #Criteria = 7 and #Alternatives = 8):
3-1: D’_Mat = as numerical matrix(D’);
3-2: B_Mat = as numerical matrix(B);
3-3: Nalts = count # rows for D’_Mat;
3.4: Ncrit = count # column for D’_Mat;
4: For every alternative, replace the diagonal axis of B with the associated row in D’ (e.g., completing
this obtains totally eight 7 × 7 ASAM matrices) and then write all the result ASAM matrices Ci
(Revised_B_Mat) to output files
4-1: for each i in {1 . . . Nalts} do
4-2: Revised_B_Mat = B_Mat;
4-3: for each j in {1:Ncrit} do
4-4: Revised_B_Mat [j,j]← D’_Mat [i,j];
4-5: end for
4-6: filename = “GTMA_C” + i + “.csv”; //ASAM data file name
4-7: C_Mat = Revised_B_Mat;
4-8: write data file for C_Mat to filename;
4-9: end for

Algorithm 2 ComputePermanentValuesForASAMs

Input: Ci, for every i (The ASAM Matrices for All Alternatives)
Output: P (A Vector of the Permanent Values Computed)
* The function PermRecur() is declared and will be defined later in Algorithm 4
1: Initialize the PermValsVector (e.g., an 8 × 1 vector in this case):
PermValsVector = as vector (initialize with dimension Nalts×1);
2: For each alternative i, load the square Ci matrix and compute its permanent value; each value should be
properly placed in the PermValsVector vector:
2-1: for each i in {1:Nalts} do
2-2: filename = “GTMA_C” + i + “.csv”;
2-3: TmpMat = read data file with name filename;
2-4: PermValsVector[i] = PermRecur(TmpMat);
2-5: end for
3: Retrieve the Index Scores as a Vector, PV:
PV← PermValsVector;
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Table 3. The index scores and rank orders assessed by GTMA for the alternatives.

Ai Index Score (PermRecur(Ci)) Rank Reference

A1 9663.529 8 9663.533
A2 10,430.966 6 10,430.86
A3 10,431.094 5 10,431.03
A4 10,049.697 7 10,049.56
A5 10,534.207 4 10,534.19
A6 10,571.709 3 10,571.69
A7 11,654.630 1 11,654.58
A8 10,576.246 2 10,576.28

3.4. Alternative Ranking/Selection Using AHP–TOPSIS

The decision problem P is solved using AHP–TOPSIS. Usually, the first step in applying an
AHP–TOPSIS involves loading the source decision matrix (i.e., the non-normalized D), identifying
a suitable normalization method according to the problem context and then obtaining the normalized
decision matrix, D’. However, the dataset D’ has been recomputed in Section 3.2 and is thus available.

According to the data specification as defined in Section 3.1 (i.e., dataset F), another solution
algorithm for AHP–TOPSIS (which is also designed and implemented in R) initially loads the D’ matrix
and the CWV* vector as the data input and uses them to calculate the “weighted normalized decision
matrix” (named as the WiNDMa). This involves the following calculations semantically:

CWV_M← columnwise_replicate(CWV*,Ncrit); (7)

WiNDMa← D’ · CWV_M; (8)

where columnwise_replicate(m,n) is a function replicating vector m for n columns, as offered by any
software utility and “·” is the standard matrix multiplication operator for linear algebra.

For the datasets in Section 3.2, CWV* is a 7 × 1 vector (matrix). Compiling and binding seven of
this type of vector using columnwise_replicate() gives a 7 × 7 matrix, CWV. Multiplying the 8 × 7 D’
by the 7 × 7 CWV gives the 8 × 7 WiNDMa matrix, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The weighted normalized decision matrix (matrix WiNDMa).

Alts.×Attrib. c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7

A1 0.05189484 0.01753360 0.07971827 0.03433167 0.30051750 0.06787833 0.07080747
A2 0.10378968 0.01753360 0.11160558 0.02438196 0.32363430 0.06787833 0.07219283
A3 0.10378968 0.01753360 0.10863593 0.02411780 0.32363430 0.06787833 0.07838198
A4 0.10378968 0.01753360 0.07242396 0.03515999 0.24748500 0.06787833 0.09139847
A5 0.10378968 0.02337814 0.04783096 0.05413003 0.32363430 0.04525222 0.12838416
A6 0.10378968 0.01753360 0.06377462 0.04659033 0.42072460 0.04525222 0.13074293
A7 0.15568452 0.02337814 0.09656527 0.02397804 0.30051750 0.06787833 0.16452456
A8 0.10378968 0.01753360 0.04783096 0.04896363 0.28816750 0.06787833 0.16659885

The most critical element of TOPSIS is to identify the ideal and anti-(negative-)ideal solutions
from WiNDMa, which are denoted by A+ and A−. This involves the following algorithmic logic:

A+ ← as vector(initialize with dimension Ncrit×1); (9)

A− ← as vector(initialize with dimension Ncrit×1); (10)

A+ [j, 1]←max(WiNDMa [1 . . . Nalts,j]), ∀ j ∈ {1 . . . Ncrit}; (11)

A− [j, 1]←min(WiNDMa[1 . . . Nalts,j]), ∀ j ∈ {1 . . . Ncrit}; (12)

Applying these equations to WiNDMa, the ideal and anti-ideal alternatives for the decision
problem, both being virtual, are identified as:
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A+ =



0.15568452
0.02337814
0.11160558
0.05413003
0.42072456
0.06787833
0.16659885


and A− =



0.05189484
0.01753360
0.04783096
0.02397804
0.24748504
0.04525222
0.07080747


. (13)

It is seen that A+ is identical to CWV* (while A− is not). This finding is discussed extensively on
a theoretical basis in Section 4.1.

The third phase of TOPSIS measures the distance from each alternative to the ideal (i.e., the
“separation measures”) and the distance to the anti-ideal. The process uses the following logic:

Sto_A+ ← vector(initialize with dimension Nalts×1); (14)

Sto_A− ← vector(initialize with dimension Nalts×1); (15)

Sto_A+[i, 1] ←

√√√√Ncrit

∑
j
(WiNDMa[i, j]− A+[j, 1])2, ∀ integer i ∈ {1 . . . Nalts}; (16)

Sto_A−[i, 1] ←

√√√√Ncrit

∑
j
(WiNDMa[i, j]− A−[j, 1])2, ∀ integer i ∈ {1 . . . Nalts}; (17)

Applying this logic to the dataset, two separation measure vectors are obtained as follows:

Sto_A+
=



0.18931705
0.14815937
0.14437979
0.20072201
0.13475571
0.08288226
0.12485745
0.15618098


and Sto_A− =



0.06669622
0.11433725
0.11295291
0.06602163
0.11291660
0.19251697
0.15902443
0.12107992


. (18)

The relative closeness index (RCI) for each alternative is then calculated to allow the final ranking
to proceed. This is the fourth phase of TOPSIS. An alternative has a higher score for this index if it is
relatively close to the ideal solution and far from the anti-ideal. This is equivalent to determining the
separation from the anti-ideal solution over the entire distance for which it is separated from both the
ideal and the anti-ideal solutions:

RCI← as vector(initialize with dimension Nalts×1); (19)

RCI [i,1]← Sto_A−/(Sto_A+ + Sto_A−); (20)

Substituting Equation (20) using the information into Equation (18), the 8 × 1 RCI vector (RCIV),
which carries information about the alternatives’ relative proximity to the ideal, is obtained. This is
another index score vector obtained by AHP–TOPSIS, as shown in the second column in Table 5.

This RCIV is further used to determine the ranks of the alternatives as a vector, which is
ROVAHP–GTMA. For example, with the use of R, a command similar to that used in Section 3.3
(i.e., “rbind(RCIV, ROVAHP–GTMA = rank(−RCIV))”), is sufficient to obtain this ROV for subsequent
comparisons, the result value of which is shown in the last column in Table 5.
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This ROV also gives another preferential order over the alternatives as suggested by AHP–TOPSIS:

A6 � A7 � A5 � A3 ≈ A8 ≈ A2 � A1 � A4. (21)

If these alternatives are strictly ordered without considering the durable indifference, the
preferential order is:

A6 � A7 � A5 � A3 � A8 � A2 � A1 � A4. (22)

Table 5. The RCI scores assessed by TOPSIS for the alternatives and the rank orders.

Ai RCI Score Vector Rank

A1 0.2605186 7
A2 0.4355761 6
A3 0.4389373 4
A4 0.2475097 8
A5 0.4559113 3
A6 0.6990469 1
A7 0.5601782 2
A8 0.4367003 5

3.5. Verifying the Similarity between the Two ROVs Using the Proposed Comparative Research Flow

From Equations (6) and (22), the preferential orders obtained individually using AHP–GTMA
and AHP–TOPSIS are, respectively:

Using AHP–GTMA: A7 � A8 � A6 � A5 � A3 � A2 � A4 � A1.
Using AHP–TOPSIS: A6 � A7 � A5 � A3 � A8 � A2 � A1 � A4.
At a glance, these two preferential orders are not so consistent, but further scrutiny can be made

to give more insights to such an observation. Therefore, the systematic yet scientific comparative
research flow proposed in Section 3.1 takes place.

Phase (1) of the flow is to calculate the absolute distance in rank for each alternative directly based
on the ordinal rank values, while the aggregated absolute distance is a similarity measure.

In Tables 3 and 5, the two ROVs that are individually solved by the two models are:

ROVAHP-GTMA [A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8] = [8 6 5 7 4 3 1 2]; (23)

ROVAHP-TOPSIS [A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8] = [7 6 4 8 3 1 2 5]. (24)

According to Equation (1), the difference between these two ROVs is calculated as:

Diff = [A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8] = [1 0 1 −1 1 2 −1 −3]. (25)

Furthermore, the absolute distance in rank for each alternative is assessed in terms of the TV
vector as:

TV = [A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8] = [1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3]. (26)

According to Equation (2), the aggregate absolute distance for these two ROVs, which is the result
of applying the pure arithmetic similarity measure, is the summation of the elements in TV:

AD = 1 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 3 = 10. (27)

Phase (2) is to measure the geometrical distance between the two ROVs in the vector space. As in
the Euclidean methods, the absolute distances in rank, TV, can be treated directly as a Euclidean vector,
so the Euclidean distance (GD) value is determined, as:

GD = (1 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 22 + 1 + 32)1/2 = (18)1/2. (28)
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This is the result of applying the plausible geometrical-based similarity measure. Let us briefly
discuss these observations before going on.

It is initially seen that, in Equations (23) and (24), one alternative (A2) has the same rank by using
both methods. However, in Equation (26), five alternatives (i.e., A1, A3, A4, A5, A7) differ in rank by
only one place. Only two of them differ in rank by more than one place: the rankings for A6 differ by
two places and those for A8 differ by three.

It is seen that the rank orders for both methods are quite similar. Six alternatives (i.e., A1, A2, A3,
A4, A5, and A7) of the eight differ in rank by no more than one place, so 75% of the alternatives obtained very
similar ranks by both methods. For the two outliers (A6 and A8), the “maximum deviation” in the ranking is
three places (for A8), which is still not large. There is also supporting evidence in that the Euclidean
distance between these two seven-dimensional ROVs is only 18 from Phase (2). These are the results of using
tangible measures for the first two phases of the proposed flow.

However, as using these tangible measures there could be similarity, the intangible statistics
measure of Phase (3) is used to confirm the similarity found between these two ROVs. This study
views the two ROVs as statistical samples and uses the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test
function (as also offered by R) to test whether they are (from) non-identical populations, as they are in
fact “ordinal variables” from the perspective of data analytics.

Using the ROVAHP–GTMA and ROVAHP–TOPSIS vectors as the parameters for the non-parametric
test, the result confirms that they are not (drawn) from non-identical populations. The evidence is
little, so it is highly probable they are (from) an identical population: the p-value is 0.9301, which
is significantly greater than 0.05. This completes Phase (3) and finalizes the proposed comparative
research flow, using an intangible measure for the studied case. For more details, please see the code
and experimental results in R in Appendix B.

4. Further Analysis and Discussion

This section focuses on two aspects: implications from the application of the rank-based,
multi-measure comparative research flow and the recurrence-based implementation for GTMA, both
of which are closely related to the contributions of this study. Section 4.1 discusses the main findings
and positive implications based on the results from modeling and the comparisons using the proposed
method. Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively, details and benchmarks the new implementation form for
GTMA, wherein the superiority of which is demonstrated.

4.1. Results/Implications from Modeling/Comparisons

The results in Section 3.5 may render the most important outcome of this study, which is the
similarity shown and validated based on the application of the comparative research flow that is
methodologically proposed. Consequently, AHP–GTMA gives a ROV (ROVAHP–GTMA) which is very
similar to that obtained using AHP–TOPSIS (ROVAHP–TOPSIS).

In Phase (1), the similarity is shown when the elements in each ROV are viewed as a list. In these
lists, the aggregated absolute distance in rank for the eight alternatives is only 10, while 75% of the
alternatives have very similar ranks for both methods (among them, only two have a difference in rank
which is strictly greater than one place, and the one with “maximum deviation” is only 3). In Phase
(2), the small Euclidean distance (i.e., 18) that is measured between these two ROVs (as two vectors in
the space) also shows the similarity. Then, Phase (3) finds further supporting evidence that the two
ROVs, when viewed as statistical variables, are likely (drawn from) an identical population using the
signed-rank test.

With the progress of the three phases, in terms of methodology, it is shown or implied that:

(1) The proposed comparative research flow is applicable. This can be justified from its successful application.
(2) The ranked-based, multi-measure flow is suitable for the given comparison problem. For the input of the

flow, it requires only the two ROVs that are available from using almost all MADM models. Such
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rank-based property of the proposed flow should be valuable, in that it can be easily implemented
in decision practice. The multiple measures that are included and used may cross validate the
results from each other. Because these measures are designed and established from different
theoretical aspects that are intrinsically heterogeneous (i.e., arithmetic, geometrical and statistical),
they are particularly useful when any similarity is observed using one measure but further
confidence should be sought for from using other measures. Specifically, in this study, the result
from using Phase (2)’s geometrical measure provides evidence to the similarity that has been
observed in Phase (1)’s arithmetic measure. Moreover, the result from using Phase (3)’s statistical
measure further confirms the similarity that has been justified based on the two previous phases.
In other words, such a final outcome infers a “total similarity” between the two ROVs, which can
further support the following Point (3). However, such a multi-measure, cross-validation style
should also be a valuable property of the proposed flow, in terms of methodology.

(3) It well supports the target of this study to establish the confidence on applying AHP–GTMA in practice.
As the major experimental result, the AHP–GTMA gives a ROV that is quite similar to that
obtained using AHP–TOPSIS, and this has been cross-validated using the multiple tangible or
intangible measures. The similarity between the ROVs claims the effectiveness of the AHP–GTMA
approach. As discussed previously, since AHP–TOPSIS is a mature and “widely used” MADM
method, the fact the two ROVs are quite similar supports the claim that AHP–GTMA is (and
should also be) another effective and suitable method for solving a selection decision problem.
In other words, the result gives confidence that using an AHP–GTMA to solve other types of
operational selection decision problems is feasible.

(4) The proposed flow is able to be generalized. In this study, the methodological flow proposed in
Section 3.1 is shown to support the required comparative research process between the ROVs
that are individually obtained using AHP–GTMA and AHP–TOPSIS. As most MADM methods
give a ROV (even using simple-additive weighting (SAW) or weighted sum model (WSM)) that
is behind the final preferential order, the flow can be generalized to identify the similarity
between any other pair of ROVs that are produced by any other two MADM approaches,
where appropriate. This should be an important contribution that this study makes to the
methodological field of MADM.

In addition to these implications drawn from the proposed flow or its application, there is another
important interesting observation: Section 3.4 shows that the ideal solution vector using TOPSIS is
identical to the criteria weight vector that is obtained using AHP in the initial stage of AHP–TOPSIS,
i.e., A+ = CWV*. This should be discussed extensively.

After scrutiny, we found that this is because of the normalization method that is used! In this
study, the method which is used to normalize D as D’ is as follows:

D’ [i,j]← D[i,j]/max(D[1:Nalts,j]), for any of a TMTB criteria j, j ∈ {1 . . . Ncrit} (29)

D’ [i,j]←min(D[1:Nalts,j])/D[i,j], for any of a TLTB criteria j, j ∈ {1 . . . Ncrit} (30)

As can be seen, the above process also aligns the direction of optimization to TMTB. Therefore,
in Table 1, each column of D’ has at least one “1”(s), which tag(s) the alternative(s) that perform(s)
the best, in terms of the criteria for that column. When TOPSIS is used to calculate the WiNDMa,
these 1s are multiplied by the counterpart element in CWV*, depending upon the criterion that is
being considered. For example, in Table 1, following the normalization, for c1, only A7 performs
the best for this criterion and is assigned a value of 1. This, when multiplied by the first element in
CWV* (=0.15568452), becomes exactly the value that is the assessed weight for c1, as shown in Table 4.
Criterion by criterion, this ideal-identification process selects these elements from WiNDMa to produce
the ideal solution vector, A+. For this example, the [A7, c1] cell in Table 4, whose value is 0.15568452,
is regarded as the ideal value for the c1 criterion, so it is assigned as the first element of A+.
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Therefore, the normalization method used to normalize the source decision matrix at the beginning
is responsible for this phenomenon. This finding, although minor, is interesting because it poses
a question for future research to determine whether this affects any part of the solution process for the
hybrid AHP–TOPSIS approach.

4.2. Code Optimization: The Recursive Implementation of the Permanent Value Determination Algorithm

The algorithm that gives recurrence-based implementation of permanent value determination is
presented in more detail. Theoretically, it can deal with any size of a square matrix for GTMA so this
breaks the limit of the previous implementation based on dynamic programming (DP) wherein the
dimension was fixed for the problem. Therefore, it should be an additional contribution of this study,
because permanent value determination of an ASAM matrix is key to the computations of GTMA and
because the DP-based algorithm in [4] requires further code optimization (for the aforementioned fixed
problem-size problem and because it requires separate functions to complete the computational task).

Using the concept of DP, Zhuang et al. [4] wrote a series of functions to compute and obtain
the permanent value of each ASAM matrix. In contrast to calculating the determinant value for any
numeric square matrix, calculations for the permanent value was not supported in R by the default
packages. Thus, an R function named as Per2×2() was written to obtain the permanent value of a 2 × 2
matrix. Furthermore, this function is called in the other Per3×3() function that calculates the permanent
value of a 3 × 3 matrix. The Per3×3() function is further called inside Per4×4(), and so on, until Per7×7()
where 7 was defined by problem size. This DP-based implementation style follows the following logic,
for any problem case where #Criteria = Ncrit:

Pern×n(M) =
n

∑
j=1

M[j, 1]× Per(n−1)×(n−1)(M[−j,−1]), f or all 2 < n ≤ Ncrit (31)

where symbol “−” is the row deduction or column deduction operator (i.e., in matrix M, which row
and/or which column should be removed so a new matrix with a decreased dimension is obtained);
Per2×2() is the fundamental building block function that has been written according to the mathematical
definition and can be called; and Ncrit is the number of criteria as defined by the actual problem size.

As can be seen from Equation (31), with the DP-based implementation style, to solve a real
problem, a series of functions (more specifically, a number of (Ncrit − 1) permanent functions) should
be written to complete the final calculation job of PerNcrit×Ncrit(). For example, for the used problem
case where Ncrit = 7, six functions from Per2×2() to Per7×7() were written. This becomes an inevitable
drawback when the problem size grows higher. If, for another decision problem, the degree is higher
(i.e., Ncrit > 7 or >>7), more Pernxn() functions must be written, so debugging and maintenance would
be more difficult and the process would be less resilient to possible changes in the problem size. This
study addresses the issue by implementing a recurrence-based permanent function, which also extends
the limit on ASAM matrix dimension to any order.

According to the divide-and-conquer concept, a recursive PerNcrit×Ncrit() function takes MNcrit×Ncrit
as the parameter, but it divides the problem into a number of Ncrit sub-problems. These sub-problems
are all to be solved with Per(Ncrit−1)×(Ncrit−1)(M(Ncrit−1)×(Ncrit−1)) in a lower dimension where the matrix
order is decremented (by 1). Repeating this process until n = 3, the problem becomes an indivisible unit
(i.e., Per3×3(M3×3)), which can be easily hard-coded by reference to the definition of permanent value.
Depending on the results from lower levels, the problem is “conquered back” from n = 3, n = 4 . . . ,
until n = Ncrit, when the entire problem is solved. However, with this recursive implementation style,
only two functions are eventually required to complete the calculation job, regardless of the problem
size and the matrix dimension: a recurrence-based Pern×n(Mn×n) wherein the boundary condition is
n = 3 (“bouncing back” when this condition is met) and the Per3×3(M3×3) basic building block.

Algorithms for these two required functions are presented in Algorithms 3 and 4, respectively.
Both have been implemented in R to determine the permanent values in this study. Algorithms 3
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shows the Per3×3() building block according to its mathematical definition at first, because it is called
by the main recurrence-based permanent value determination algorithm in Algorithms 4.

Algorithm 3: Perm3×3

Input: Temp_Mat
Output: >0 for the Permanent Value of Temp_Mat; = −1 for Dimensional Inconsistency (Non-square
Matrix Input) or Dimensional Conflict (the Degree is not 3)
1: Initialize the sum value:
TheSum = 0;
2: Accumulate the sum according to mathematical formulae of permanent value:
2-1: #Row = count # rows for Temp_Mat;
2-2: #Col = count # columns for Temp_Mat;
2-3: if #Row equals to #Col do // Check if Temp_Mat is a square matrix
2-4: if #Row equals to 3 do // Check if Temp_Mat has the 3x3 dimension
2-5: TheSum = TheSum + Temp_Mat [1,1] × Temp_Mat [2,2] × Temp_Mat [3,3];
2-6: TheSum = TheSum + Temp_Mat [1,2] × Temp_Mat [2,3] × Temp_Mat [3,1];
2-7: TheSum = TheSum + Temp_Mat [1,3] × Temp_Mat [2,1] × Temp_Mat [3,2];
2-8: TheSum = TheSum + Temp_Mat [1,3] × Temp_Mat [2,2] × Temp_Mat [3,1];
2-9: TheSum = TheSum + Temp_Mat [1,2] × Temp_Mat [2,1] × Temp_Mat [3,3];
2-10: TheSum = TheSum + Temp_Mat [1,1] × Temp_Mat [3,2] × Temp_Mat [2,3];
2-11: else do
2-12: TheSum = (−1);
2-13: end if
2-14: else do
2-15: TheSum = (−1);
2-16: end if
3: Return the TheSum value to the calling algorithm:
return TheSum;

Algorithm 4 PermRecur

Input: A Square Matrix Temp_Mat of Degree > 3
Output: The Permanent Value of Temp_Mat
Algorithm 3 has been implemented
1: Initialize TheSum and measure the degree of Temp_Mat:
1-1: TheSum = 0;
1-2: #Row = count # rows for Temp_Mat;
1-3: #Col = count # columns for Temp_Mat;
2: Perform suitable operations based on the dimension of Temp_Mat:
2-1: if #Row equals to #Col do //Check if Temp_Mat is a square matrix
2-2: if #Row equals to 3 do //Check if the degree of Temp_Mat has reached 3x3
2-3: TheSum = Per3×3(Temp_Mat);
2-4: else
2-5: for i in {1 . . . DimMat} do
2-6: Reduced_Mat = remove row i from Temp_Mat;
2-7: Reduced_Mat = remove column 1 from Reduced_Mat; //Obtained the reduced matrix of
Temp_Mat by removing the i-th row and the j-th column
2-8: TheSum = TheSum + Temp_Mat[i,1] × PermRecur(Reduced_Mat);
// Accumulate TheSum
2-9: end for
2-10: end if
2-11: else
2-12: TheSum← 0;
2-13: end if
3: Return TheSum value to the calling algorithm:
return TheSum;
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4.3. The Performance of the Recursive Implementation

The performance of the new GTMA implementation should be an interesting issue. However,
limitations of space mean that the overall performance of only the recursive algorithm that is improved,
instead of the entire R program, is measured, because computations to determine the permanent values
create a bottleneck during GTMA computations.

To benchmark this, the program is revised and a timing mechanism is inserted at the outside
calling layer, which is at the ComputePermanentValuesForASAMs() function that calls PermRecur()
(i.e., Function-2 that calls Function-4).

For the problem size (Nalt = 8 and Ncrit = 7) and data of the used decision case, the following
outputs, which are the timestamps in units of (seconds.milliseconds), are listed in Table 6.

Table 6. The Fundamental Building Block of Permanent Value Determination.

For Ai Start Time (s·ms) Stop Time (s·ms) PermTimeVector

PermRecur(C1) 43.974 44.230 0.2552431
PermRecur(C2) 44.230 44.482 0.2526710
PermRecur(C3) 44.482 44.735 0.2526729
PermRecur(C4) 44.735 44.994 0.2587240
PermRecur(C5) 44.994 45.251 0.2566819
PermRecur(C6) 45.251 45.505 0.2541721
PermRecur(C7) 45.506 45.760 0.2547059
PermRecur(C8) 45.760 46.012 0.2521710

Total Elapsed 2.022281 Average 0.2527851

The start time and stop time for each call to the PermRecur() function in R is shown in the second
and third columns. The last column and the last row are also obtained as the auxiliary information of
the benchmarking process.

The result show that, on the testing platform (a portable PC with Intel i7 CPU 2.6 GHz, 16 G RAM,
HDD, Windows 10 64-bits as the OS, R Studio v1.0.143 and R x64 v3.3.1 installed, with two SSD hard
drives), it requires about 0.253 s to complete calling PermRecur() function each time for any one 7 × 7
ASAM matrix. For this decision case, it only requires about 2.022 s to complete the permanent value
calculation step for GTMA, subject to the given problem size.

Finally, in terms of efficiency, the recursive implementation to facilitate the solution process for
GTMA in Section 3.3 should be another contribution of this study, and the implementations for the
algorithms in Section 4.2 can be generalized to compute the permanent value for a square matrix of
any dimension. In terms of decision support system (DSS) design (and thus not in terms of decision
problem modeling), this implementation method is shown to be efficient by benchmarking. Note that
another function that has just been supported by the BonsonSample package in September 2017 is
similar to this function (permanent value computation in R), with a lower number of decimal places
as a default. However, for this study, the relevant implementation work has started since May 2017.
During the experimental stage of this study, in 2017, neither R nor its packages seemed to support the
required permanent value computation. Relevant functions for this study were implemented on the R
platform in parallel and developed for the MADM research purpose.

5. Conclusions

This work started with the doubt placed on the effectiveness of AHP–GTMA on aiding the
industrial selection decisions. A systematic comparative research flow was proposed. According
to this flow, the effectiveness of using the relatively new AHP–GTMA approach was examined by
reference to the results from taking another “widely used” approach, AHP–TOPSIS. Based on such
encouraging final outcome, the possible contributions of this study are thus reviewed and summarized.
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The first contribution relates to the methodological flow that was proposed. It determines whether
there is similarity between the final solutions that are obtained using two MADM methods. As only
the final rank information is used (rather than using other information during the solution process)
and only the ROVs in these final solutions (which is available from almost all MADM models) are
used, the proposed flow should be a convenient tool which can be easily applied in operational
practice. Except for the ROVs from using AHP–GTMA and AHP–TOPSIS (as in this study), it can
be applied to determine the similarity between any two ROVs that are produced using any other
two MADM methods, where appropriate. This is the methodological reason for naming this flow as
a “rank-based” one.

In addition, the flow includes several heterogeneous measures to determine the similarity between
the ROVs from two methods using several measures. It suggests to establish both tangible measure(s)
and the intangible measure(s), while the results from using these measures can be cross-validated or
confirmed. The tangible measures can be arithmetic (i.e., the difference vector, absolute distance in
rank for an alternative and the aggregated absolute distance) and/or geometrical (i.e., the Euclidean
distance), while other concepts in the data analytics field can also be integrated (e.g., number of
outliers, percent of alternatives ranked very similarly and maximum deviation in rank). Another niche
is the establishment of the intangible measure from the perspective of statistics. The non-parametric
test concept that is frequently used in the data science field is introduced, and this fits the problem
context. These are important to claim the similarity between using two methods eventually on a solid
basis. Furthermore, the abovementioned is the methodological reason for naming the proposed flow
as a “multi-measure” one.

The second contribution pertains to the model selection work in real practice. As with the
application of the comparative research flow, the operational effectiveness of the AHP–GTMA model
in solving the shredder selection decision problem is shown (verified by the fact that this decision
model obtains a solution that is quite similar to that obtained by AHP–TOPSIS, the “widely used”
model), thus the confidence in using this relatively new but relatively less-applied model in future
practice is established.

The third contribution, although it should be relatively minor for this study, is about model
implementation. This contribution is two-fold: the algorithmic optimization of GTMA computations
and the implementation of TOPSIS in R. The recursive implementation that computes the permanent
value for a square matrix of any dimension facilitates the solution process for GTMA and contributes to
DSS design. This avoids writing many functions for a larger problem size and makes the maintenance
easy. The implementation of TOPSIS in R is also unique to this study.

There are also boundary conditions. In this study, the datasets were sourced from a paper shredder
selection decision case, based on which the findings (e.g., the similarity in the results) were justified.
Even though these data apply to a real case, it would be of interest to know whether another existing
selection decision problem in another management decision domain can be modeled and solved using
the same methods as those used by this study (i.e., AHP–GTMA and AHP–TOPSIS). Whether the result
would be identical to this study (i.e., yielding similar rank orders) could be a subject for future study.

Finally, identifying similarities in results across more MADM methods is another significant
future topic for study, wherein the proposed similarity confirmation method would be of use.
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Appendix A. A Digest Summary to the Methodological Flow of [4]

In [4], the approach that was proposed recently by Singh and Rao [52] was used (named
“AHGTMA” in the article). Due to the lack of criteria that are summarized in the literature, a set of
selection criteria was also determined, whereby seven common attributes that were deemed important
by the DM to make the decision were defined. Using the concepts of data-driven decision-making [66]
and the core BI strategic thinking [67], the catalogue data for the 26 alternative shredders were collected
from various data sources (e.g., the Internet, brochures and price quotations), cleaned and quantized
as required. Eventually, eight alternatives remained after pre-processing by considering the agent’s
ability to issue local invoices and using the “complete case study method” (carrying no missing value
for all criteria). This then formed a data warehouse that stored the 8 × 7 “source decision matrix”
that contains information on how each alternative performs and justified based on each selection
criterion. An 8 × 7 “normalized performance matrix” was obtained to serve as a base for later GTMA
calculations. An AHP-style survey was then conducted. The “source pairwise comparison matrix”,
which is a 7 × 7 matrix, was filled with the DM’s opinions, and as a sub product of this phase, a criteria
weight vector (CWV) that defines the priority of the attributes in the DM’s mind, was obtained using
an AHP. By spreading the elements in a row of the “normalized performance matrix” (1 × 7, which
is in fact the performance vector of an alternative) over the matrix diagonal of the “source pairwise
comparison matrix”, a square 7 × 7 “ASAM matrix” (alternative selection attribute matrix) was
obtained. The permanent value of this was regarded as the “index score” for an alternative. Repeating
this process for all of the alternatives, the index scores for each were obtained, to form an 8 × 1 “final
score vector”. As a final outcome, based on this vector, the alternatives were ranked, so the best (or
winner) shredder(s) could be identified.

Appendix B. Code Segment in R for the Non-Parametric Test

> wilcox.test( ROV_AHPGTMA, ROV_AHPTOPSIS, paired = TRUE )
Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction
data: ROV_AHPGTMA and ROV_AHPTOPSIS
V = 15, p-value = 0.9301
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0
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